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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
Since the dawn of man the world has seen an increased organization
and education of human resources. The result has been that less time
is required on existence activities. Workweeks have declined to
forty hours or less and efforts are being made to reduce the workweek
even more. Efforts are also being made to allow for a flexible forty
hour week. The flexible and declining workweek has provided additional
worker leisure.
Societal pressures for more flexibility within the work schedule
are increasing due to the variety of lifestyles, the changing nature
of the work force, government concern with traffic congestion and
clean air, a projected manpower shortage, and the basic competitive
pressures of productivity (Morgan, 1977). A flexible workweek is
in operation in the United States and other countries. Studies are
showing positive employee and management reaction with an increase
in leisure time (Ebling et al,, 1975; Morgan, 1977; and Bolton, 1971).
As one approach, "Flex-Time" which includes the terms flexible
workweek, flexible working hours, and flexitime has evolved as a
possible alternative to rigid-time (eight hours/day, five days/week).
Flex-Time originated in West Germany about ten years ago in an attempt
to enable mothers to work during labor shortages (Irwin, 1975). Then
an aerospace plant in Munich adopted the idea to cope with a traffic
problem causing late arrivals. The concept has been growing ever
since that time throughout western Europe. At the present time, A0%
of the Swiss work force is reported to be on flexible hours.
In England, the British Civil Service Department has authorized
flexible hours to be introduced when and where appropriate. By 1975,
approximately 70,000 British civil servants were under the system.
Within the United States, the Federal Government started experi
menting with flexitime less than three years ago. Flexitime has grown
from a single experiment involving 270 employees into a program that
now involves Federal employees in at least fifty different organizations
located throughout the United States (Fiss, 1977). While no one sees
flexitime as a panacea for workers, Barbara Fiss of the U.S, Civil
Service Commission predicts it may eventually reshape the way we live.
Flex-Time is generally defined as having a bandwidth work day when
the office or plant remains open, for example 7 a.m^ to 7 p.m. Within
this period "core" hours are fixed (typically 10 a.m. until 3 p,m,)
when everyone must be present. The flexibility is in the time an
individual is allowed to begin and end the work day (Irwin, 1975;
Fiss, 1977).
Where as Flex-Time does not decrease the actual hours spent
working, it does free schedules so that employees can arrange their
time to make more room for leisure. It is not known what people will
do with this time—whether they will watch more television, work on
their cars, find second jobs, begin new hobbies, or numerous other
activities.
For the purpose of this study "leisure" will be defined as the
time an employee spends away from his working environment. The time
spent traveling to and from work will also be included, De Grazia (1964)
has referred to this time as "free time/' Kelly (1972) divided
leisure into a four-celled paradigm in which all leisure could be
categorized. The leisure paradigm contains four categories;
1) unconditional; 2) coordinated; 3) complementary; and
4) required activity. This study was the leisure paradigm for a
simplified self-perceived leisure classification for comparison
between rigid-time and Flex-Time work scheduling^
Work-relation
Freedom-Discretion
Chosen Determined
Independent
Dependent
lo Unconditional 3o Complementary
2, Coordinated 4« Required
Activity
Figure 1. Work and leisure paradigm (Kelly, 1972) •
This study was undertaken to determine whether a change from
rigid to Flex-Time significantly affects people's lives, especially
in the area of leisure activities»
Problem of the Study
The problem of this study was to determine the effects of
Flex-Time on leisure activities of fully employed workers.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to provide information concerning
the effects of Flex-Time on participating workers' amount of leisure
time, job satisfaction, and areas of leisure time participation.
Need for the Study
In this analysis a work relation and discretion paradigm of
leisure activities is applied to study people on a Flex-Time schedule.
Flex-Time is a relatively new alternative form to the rigid work week
and is growing in popularity. A better understanding and utilization
of Flex-Time can be attained through information on its possible
effects on leisure activities.
The rigid workweek, exemplified by an 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Job
with 40 hours per week spent at work, has evolved historically.
Although earlier work schedules were standard, the number of hours
spent working were longer. The manufacturing workweek was reduced
from 48 hours per week in 1900 to the present 40 hours per week
(Abrahmson and Pickle, 1977). "Within the next 50 years we will
probably emerge into a leisure-oriented society in which avocational
goals are as highly valued as work goals are now" (Overs, 1975, p. 40),
One author, Patricial Weisberg states:
Today niore than ever, society is being threatened
with increased amounts of uncommitted time, the
use of which will truly affect the quality of life
within it. Individuals must be helped to make
meaningful personal choices to assure that this
time is used purposefully (Weisberg, 1975, p. lA).
Leisure counseling has evolved and dwells on uses of leisure time®
However, research is needed in the area of leisure counseling dealing
with the basic relationships between leisure behavior and adjustments,
including, the causes and consequences of leisure behavior (Epperson
et al., 1977). Results of this present study will provide information
related to Flex-TlJiie and its effects on leisure activities o
The rigid work schedule has impacted a wide range of peak and
low demands on community facilities, roads, and energy. "Rush hour"
traffic in most cities is caused by the working people going to and
from work at the same time over the same roads. Rigid time is a partial
cause of this traffic congestion problem. Commuting to and from work
is not time in which an employee is generally paid, but is a required
activity because of his job.
When commuter traffic is spread over a longer
period of time there will be less congestion and
as proved in France, fewer traffic accidents.
This means less of a burden on law enforcement
and, by eliminating the need to increase transpor
tation facilities in order to reduce congestion,
a savings in taxes (Fleuter, 1975, p. 82).
Certain state and Federal agencies are looking for means to solve
the problems of transportation, traffic congestion, and polluted air.
For example, the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection
Qiorgan, 1977) proposed the following options for adoption by business
in order to comply with the Federal Clean Air Act:
Carpool matching
Work schedule changes (flexitime)
Four day work week
Reduction of parking spaces
Employer subsidy for public transportation
Employer Initiated bus or van pool services,
"Of the above listed options, flexitime appears to be the least costly
and easiest one to Implement" (p. 82).
The individual's ability to choose when to arrive and when to leave
work has led to his ability to avoid the peak demand times for transpor
tation, power, and recreation. Data collected in the area of transpor
tation in a community where about 60% of the population is on flexitime
has shown a positive response to bus usage. With more people riding
buses, the company can get by with 10% fewer buses because peak loads
are reduced (Elbing et al., 1975),
Not only is traffic less congested, so are
service operations, recreation facilities, and
shopping centerss, People have time for a game of
golf during the week when the courses are less
crowded. A longer weekend will ease the burden
on ski areas, campgrounds and resort centers.
Businesses, too, such as service stations,
restaurants, and supermarkets will have fewer
peaks and valleys to content with in scheduling
inventories and staff needs (Fleuter, 1975, p. 82).
Initially flexitiine was conceived as a method of greater utilization
of human resources. The first use of flexitime was to allow housewives
a chance to join the labor force. Today some companies need to expand
their hours of operation, whether it is for greater utilization of
machinery or more service to customers. Again flexitime has proved
to be a valid solution.
It seems logical that we should adjust our value system to upgrade
the quality of life, particularly with the increasing amount of time
available for leisure. It is true that "the work ethic as the center
of living is giving way to the leisure ethic" (Corbin and Tait, 1973,
p. 5).
Present studies show that approximately 90% of the workers are
satisfied with Flex-Time (Morgan, 1977). The Federal Government calls
Flex-Time an important benefit, for its workers with benefits extending
beyond work into many areas of society (Fiss, 1977). It is evident
Flex-Time is gaining popularity as an alternative to the rigid work
and needs to be studied for maximum utilization, A study into the
effects of Flex-Time on leisure activities is needed to provide
information for business, leisure counseling, employers, and communities,
Questions of the Study
1, Is Flex-Time viewed as an employee benefit by employees?
2, Does Flex-Time increase an employee's leisure time?
3, Which categories of leisure activities are affected by the
change to Flex-Time?
4, Which demographic factors affect the amount of leisure time
available to workers on Flex-Time?
5, Which demographic variables affect leisure activity participation
of Flex-Time employees?
Assumptions of the Study
Leisure activity participation of the Iowa Department of
Transportation, Ames, Iowa is representative of the local
community.
2, Categories of leisure activity input are not affected by seasonal
activity.
3. An employee's physical condition is perceived on an equal rating
with all employees«
4* The employee is able to recall leisure activity participation prior
to implementing Flex-Time.
Limitations of the Study
1. This study was limited to a random sample of Iowa Department of
Transportation Flex-Time employees in Ames, lowa«
2. Flex-Time has only been in effect since August 1, 1977 at the
Iowa Department of Transportation in Ames, Iowa.
Procedure of the Study
1. Initial research started with a thorough study of literature
dealing with Flex-Time and leisure.
2. Leisure activities were categorized for the questionnaire.
3. The elements which affect leisure participation were determined.
4. A flexible workweek employee population of over 600 people
was identified from which a random sample could be obtained.
5. A questionnaire was developed using demographic variables and
identified leisure categories.
6, The questionnaire was pilot tested on a sample of 2 people-
7. The questionnaire was revised as necessary^
8« A sample was randomly selected from the identified employee population#
9. The questionnaire was mailed out and distributed to the selected samplei
10. Follow up letters were administered as required until an appropriate
number of questionnaires had been returned.
11. The data were statistically analyzed to determine similarities
between employees' demographic variables and their leisure
activities.
12. Findings and conclusions were made following the analysis of
data.
Definitions of Terms
Leisure - The word "leisure derives from the Latin 'licere,' meaning
"to be permitted" and is defined in the dictionary as free,
unoccupied time during which a person may indulge In rest,
recreation, and the like (Brlghtbill, Meyer, and Sessoms,
1969; po 5). Leisure may be thought of as a period of
time (Brightbill, 1961; p. 21), but does not enter the pic
ture until one is sure from where the rent, food, and clothing
is coming (Nash, 1932; p. 98).
Flex-Time - The term "Flex-Time" is to mean the same as flexible work
week and flexitime. Flex-Time is also a form of flexible
working hours; but is not variable working hours. Flex-
Time is the term used by the Iowa Department of Transportation,
Ames, Iowa, Personnel Department.
The term 'flexible working hours' refers to any
variation from the normal five-day fixed-time
workweek whereby the worker comes to work at a
set time and leaves at a set time. 'Flexible
working hours' may refer to the four-day, forty-
hour week, whereby employees work ten hours a
day but get either a three-day weekend or a day
off in the middle of the week (Poor, 1970).
Flex-Time may also refer to a program whereby workers
agree to be on the job during a core period, e.g..
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between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m„, although they are free to select
their own starting and stopping tijnes, as long as they work
a certain number of hours each day (Hanaier, 1974).
Core time - Is the number of hours designated during which all employees
must be present (Fiss, 1974).
Flexible time - is all the time designated as part of the schedule of
work hours within which the employee may choose his time of
arrival and departure from the office (Fiss, 1974).
Leisure Activity - The state of action; doing. The two dimensions
that appear most important to common definitions of
leisure are those of work relation and discretion.
Nonwork activity may be (1) For-its-own-sake:
not determined by the work relation and freely
chosen; (2) Coordinated: dependent on the work
relation in content but freely chosen; (3) Com
plementary: independent of work in content and
form but determined by social roles or the need
to compensate for work; and (4) Recuperation or
Preparation: required by the work relation and
necessary rather than chosen (Kelly, 1972, p. 50)o
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CHAPTER II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Providing a background for determining which factors should be
studied in relating Flex-Time and leisure activities required a review
of literature in both areas of work and leisures The purpose of this
chapter is to provide information on Flex-Time, leisure, and their
relationship for the questionnaire development so that the questions of
the study may be developed accurately with adequate substantiation.
A review of 1) Flex-Time background, 2) present status of Flex-Time,
3) research information on Flex-Time, 4) leisure development, and
5) leisure and work research will be Included in this chapter.
Flex-Time Background
Several authors have discussed Flex-Time in terms of its comparison
to other forms of the workweek, its background, and growing popularity
(Bolton, 1971; Poor, 1970; Fiss, 1974; and Fleuter, 1975)o A review
of the background of Flex-Time and case studies is helpful to better
understand the system and how it can best be reviewed- Only having been
conceived in 1967 (Bolton, 1971), Flex-Time is still relatively new and
requires an introduction to potential communities, employers, employees,
and counselors who may want to put the concept to use.
Workweek alternatives
Fixed working hours is the most common work schedule found today«
However, not all work places are able to utilize a rigid time work
schedule, and wish to improve the employees' job satisfaction, or improve
the operation of the business»
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Workweeks other than Flex-Time are:
Fixed Working Hours - Under such a system—the
customary one—there is a fixed starting and a
fixed finishing time each day. Each employee must
be at his work station at the appointed hour and
much store is put on puctuality. Only in
exceptional cases are individuals permitted to
start and finish later than otherso Methods
ranging from time clocks to attendance registers
and/or punctuality; deductions are made from the
paypackets of employees who are consistently late.
Shift Work - Shift work used to belong, by and large,
to the world of the production worker; the advent of
the computer has introduced it to the white collar
worker. Shift work is, of course, a system of fixed
working hours with predetermined starting and finishing
times. The flexibility it provides is solely to the
employer's benefit. It enables management to make
better use of the capital employed, and to increase
capacity by this better organization of human resources,
There is no real advantage—^except perhaps a monetary
incentive—to the employee.
Staggered Working Hours - Some years ago, much
publicity was given to the introduction of staggered
working hours, particularly in the London area. In
order to alleviate the discomfort of rush hour
travelling, some offices decided to introduce
starting and finishing times which were staggered to
^5 to hour intervals. Employees were allocated, or
allowed to choose, their starting time, and this
•automatically* determined their finishing time»
The employee had to work a constant number of hours
each day, always between the same starting and
finishing times.
Rational Working Hours - This approach is advocated
by Dr. Robert Rosenkranz, the well-known German
0 & M consultant. Dr. Rosenkranz asserts that it
is uneconomic to staff departments for peak work
loads which occur perhaps on one day of each month,
or in one month of each year. Exceptions apart, it
is possible to predict levels of activity almost as
accurately as the tides, so contracts of employment
should provide for more hours to be worked in some
periods than in others, or on some days rather than
others. A contractually agreed maximum per month
or year must, of course, be observed. The German
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banks have begun experiments with rational
working hours.
Variable Working Hours - This concept gives each
employee complete freedom in the choice of times
he decides to work, subject to his responsibility
for completing his contractual hours, and for
ensuring that during laid-down 'standard* working
hours there is a deputy available to carry out
essential work in his absence^ Variable hours
have been introduced by a garment manufacturer
in Berlin and in the waterworks at Kassel (Bolton,
1971, p. 7-8).
Variations of Flex-Time
The Flex-Time concept is simple. Fixed times of arrival and departure
are replaced by a working day which is composed of two different types
of time: core time and flexible time. The core time is the number of
hours designated during which all employees must be presents Flexible
time is all the time designated as part of the schedule of work hours
within which the employee may choose his time of arrival and departure
from the office.
The two requirements of Flex-Time are: 1) the employee must be
present during core time, and 2) he must account for the total number
of required hours each day (Fiss, 1974). Beyond this, the precise
working hours can be selected in accordance with the wishes and individual
circumstances of each organization.
Flex-Time's application is not limited to a day® As the name implies,
it can be very flexible^ There can be many variations in its use: Flex-
Time by the day, week, and the months, Flex-Time by the week or month may
not be permitted in some jobs such as Federal jobs because of statutory
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laws covering number of hours worked per day and time of day the
employee works.
Flex-Time by the day is the most basic version and involves flexi
bility only within the working day. Even so, it does offer flexibility
and advantages not available under fixed hours. The employee determines
his own arrival and departure time. If the lunch break is a fixed
period, then obviously the time of his arrival determines the time he
leaves. If the lunch break is a flexible period, then within this
period the employee can choose the time of lunch. It follows that the
time he leaves work is not merely determined by his time of arrival, but
also the length of his lunch break. Supervision and time recording
procedures are simplest under this basic version.
A current fixed hour
day.
F
Flexible hours at
beginning and end
of the day. Core
time at the center*
Figure 2. Flex-Time work day (Fiss, 1974, p. 5)
Flexible hours at
beginning, middle
and end of dayo
Core time split.
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Flex-Time by the week is the next variation in flexible hours.
Carryover of debit or credit hours is allowed within this period.
This system enables the employee to cope with fluctuating work loads
without working overtime and he can better suit his own convenience.
The employee's only concern is to account for the contracted number of
hours each week and to be present during core time.
Flex-Time by the month is the third variation in Flex—Time. The
carry forward of debit and credit hours from week to week is a further
extension. However, it must be remembered that at this stage any debit
hours carried forward can only be made up during flexible hours and
credit hours cannot be taken out of core times
Within any of these systems, lunch breaks can be either fixed or
converted into flexible hours. Which system is preferable depends upon
the amount and timing of core time needed, based on the individual
circumstances of each place of workc
The further flexible hours are extended, as from the day to the
month, the more reliance Is placed upon having a staff with a responsible
attitude toward work, and a management with confidence and trust in the
staff. The fact is, in spite of management preconceptions, millions
of employees have shown that they are prepared to adopt a responsible
attitude in return for the advantages they can enjoy^
Present Status of Flex-Time
Case study MBB
Flex-Time was conceived by Messerschmldt-Bolkow-Blohm Gmbll (herein
after referred to as MBB) and then introduced in 1967 (Bolton, 1971).
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MBB is located in Germany and is the merger of three organizations;
its activities comprise engineering, aviation, and aerospaceu The
headquarters of the company is on the outskirts of Munich with manufac
turing units located throughout Germany♦
In 1971 MBB employed 4,000 people. Employees were required to
drive up to 30 miles to MBB headquarters which is located "off the
beaten track," Most staff had their own transport; about 25% made
use of works transport, which was provided at a nominal charge.
Before the introduction of 'flexible working hours* the following
conditions existed at MBB:
Everyone worked fixed hours; early arrival to
avoid traffic congestion was for one*s own
convenience and conferred no right to leave
before the stipulated time in the evening.
The hours were from 0730 to 1600, with a
half-hour lunch break.
Everyone used the main gate and clocked in at a
bank of machines. There was always a queuing
problem, and it could take up to fifteen
minutes to get through. Tools might be downed
as much as twenty minutes before the appointed
time, to allow for getting ready and for being
well placed to beat the rush for the head of
the queue and home.
An employee wishing to take time off from work
had to support his request with sound reasons.
Because of detailed project costing, all
employees had to complete time sheets for
project control on a daily basis, and cumulate
them each month (Bolton, 1971, p. 9).
Flexible working hours were introduced and brought about the
following situation:
Everyone can start and leave work when he wishes.
He is obliged, however, to conform to two basic conditions*
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1» To be present during the core time, which
extends from 0800 hrs to 1600 hrs (1530 hrs
on Fridays), apart from a fixed lunch break
of 48 minutes.
2. To work his contracted number of hours per
month with a tolerance of plus or minus
10 hours which may be carried forward to
the next month.
All employees 'clock in* but time clocks are now
strategically placed near their offices. There
is no queue to beat; jobs that have been started
can be completed as time can be taken off in
lieu on another day.
People who need time off to deal with personal
matters now do so, whenever possible, in the flexible
time and make the hours up later.
Recording for project costing is now carried out
on the 'clock card' and is much simplified (p. 10).
MBB and employees were apparently satisfied with Flex-Time. A
team of three developed the concepts further and flexible hours were
introduced to more of MBB. Three years later in 1970 the number of
MBB employees had increased from 3000 to 4000 employees with Flex-
Time still in operation.
MSB's core time and flexible time are:
Core Time - Monday - Thursday 0800-1600 hrs
Friday 0800-1530 hrs
Starting Band Finishing Band
Flexible Time - Monday - Thursday 0700-0800 hrs 1600-1800 hrs
Friday 0700-0800 hrs 1530-1800 hrs
Flex-Time by the month was used with a maximum 10 hours credit or
debit. No employee was allowed to work over 10 hours/day as this was
the maximum allowed by law.
Two years after the initial implementation of Flex—Time at MBB
a questionnaire was sent to 1985 employees, including managers.
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requesting them to give their impressions and experiences of flexible
working hours. The questionnaire contained the following questions.
1. Are your working hours better, the same, or worse?
2. What are the advantages of flexible working hours to you
personally?
3. What are the disadvantages of flexible working hours?
4. What changes to the system would you suggest (Bolton, 1971,
p. 16)?
The response to question one was 65.5% better, 27.2% the same, 11%
worse, and 6.2% didn't know. Further inquiry showed that most of those
who replied "same as before" relied on work transport, and could not
enjoy the full advantages of the system because bus timetables had to
be adhered to.
The following advantages of flexible working hours were observed by
employees.
1. avoid morning rush
2. more freedom and self-sufficiency
3. better balance between work and private life
4. easier travel
5« better fit between work rhythm and work load
6. better fit of work to individual performance (Bolton, 1971, p. 17)
Approximately 8% of the employees felt there were disadvantages in
the reduced time available for communication and 8.8% deplored the fact
that some employees could not be Included, for example, bus drivers and
security officers»
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The suggestions offered for Flex-Time were basically in the form of
two main groups:
1, extension of starting and finishing bands in the morning
and evening
2. permission to take a whole day off from overtime credit as
opposed to the half day permitted (Bolton, 1971, p.17).
Employees at MBB as a majority were overwhelmingly happy with
flexible working hours. Other advantages not listed above were also
observed by the employees. Employees traveling outside the rush hour
save time and gas. Driving on roads that are not overcrowded is good
for the nerves; there is an easing of the tension caused by the fear of
being late. Those who wish can take children to school on the way to
work; it is possible to attend to private affairs without having a bad
conscience. No one has to ask for time off; time taken off can be made
up later. Doctors can be seen when waiting rooms are less crowded, and
hairdressing appointments made when assistants have time for personal
attention.
The MBB company is also satisfied with flexible working hours as
employees arrive fresh, their morale high. Getting the job done is now
more important than timekeeping. The employee will finish a job, or con
tinue It to a natural break, rather than interrupt it and have to rethink
it the following morning; this reduces unneccesary recapitulation, and
increases efficiency. At peak period the arrangement is much preferred
to doing overtime one week and hanging around the next when there is not
enough work available. There is less dishonesty, fewer fairy tales are
told in order to get time off, and there is definitely less malingerlngo
20
General study - United States and Europe
Flex-Time after its origination at MBB was adopted by an aerospace
plant in Munich to cope with a traffic problem causing late arrivals.
The system has been growing ever since that time throughout western
Europe, At the present time, 40% of the Swiss work force is reported
to be on Flex-Time. In England, the British Civil Service Department
has authorized flexible hours to be introduced when and where appropriate.
By 1975, approximately 70,000 British civil servants were under the
system.
Within the United States, the Federal Governenent started experi
menting with Flex-Time less than three years ago. The program has grown
from a single experiment involving 270 employees into a program that
now involves Federal employees in at least fifty different organizations
located throughout the United States (Fiss, 1977). Recent statistics
show that only 1,000 companies in the United States are experimenting
with some type of alternate work schedule (i.e^, Flex-Time or the
four—day week) (Cohen and Stein, 1976), whereas, in Germany alone, the
number of firms using Flex-Time is over 6,000 (Elbing, 1975).
In Boston, First National Bank employees had struggled with traffic
or mass transit jams® Now they avoid "rush-hour rage.," Elastic hours,
in the bank's view, represent job enrichment. "Managing one's time,"
says a bank official, "is a privilege people have had every place
except on the job," At a Minneapolis aerospace instruments company,
Rosemount, Inc., an employee survey disclosed requests for a four-day
week. Since that wasn't feasible, Rosemount countered last May with
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Flex-Time for its 800 workers. Their comment now: "It*s even better
than the four-day week,"
Evaluation studies reveal much less griping among those on flexible
schedules. Fairly typical, a Social Security Administration survey found
that 70 percent of workers liked their job more; 78 percent spent more
time with their family; 82 percent had "easier child carco" At the
Boston bank most of the clerks had a heightened sense of responsibility
(Irwin, 1975, p. 16/5),
The United States federal government has followed up its incorporation
of flexitime with the following results reported.
The Geological Survey in Reston, Va.,, which recently
completed a 1-year test of flexible hours, reports a
savings of better than 3,000 hours in short-term sick
leave over the previous year. This is primarily sick
leave used in increments of 1, 2, or 3 hours.
In a report from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Firearms of the Department of the Treasury, it was noted
that specialists were available an average of 10 hours
per day, a 1 1/2 hour increase over the previous standard
work day.
The Civil Service Commission's own Seattle Regional
Office found that Flexitime broadened the time span of
accessibility to the central office in Washington.
While the Naval Ship Weapons Systems Engineering
Station in Port Hueneme, Calif,, confirmed this benefit,
it noted one more greater employee access to WATS (Wide
Area Telecommunication System) lines (Fiss, 1977, p^ 4).
Flexitime is not feasible for all companies and is met with resis
tance by otherso A common fear is the potential abuse of hours. One
economist feels "some form of clocking-on, manual or mechanical, is
necessary; but even executives have not, in practice, objected to this"
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("Shiftwork and Flexitime", 1977, p. 82). Others use the honor system of
recording hours, and have felt there was an overall decrease in hours
abuse over rigid time (Mueller and Cole, 1977). Problems such as handling
vacations, holidays and absences, as well as particular problems
dealing specifically with the abuse of the system, may be overcome by
carefully laying out a written set of policies prior to Incorporating
Flex-Time.
Research Information on Flex-Time
Employee benefits
Flex-Time has a natural appeal to man's desire to be treated as
a whole person, with needs outside of work as well as at worko In
general, the literature on job satisfaction and participation ignores
factors outside of the organization, and is concerned with satisfac
tion at the place of worko With Flex-Time, the individual has the
freedom to consider all of his needs and to decide which work schedule
suits him best.
Flex-Time may also allow an employee to get involved in decision
making conerning his jobo When an employee is given this opportunity
to apply his skills to problems in which he has a stake, he is likely
to react with unusual and unforeseen solutions» A study at the M5B
plant, the first company to conceive Flex-Time, realized the following
advantages observed by HBB employees.
1. Work according to own rhythm
2o Easier traveling
3« More freedom, less interference with private life
Extra work is measured (Bolton, 1971, po 46-47).
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Employees on Flex-Time have responded positively to the program.
Workers report increased personal satisfaction, based on their ability
to balance demands of their personal lives with demands of the organi
zation. Surveys of individual satisfaction consistently indicate that
about 90% of respondents wish to keep or extend the system (Elbing,
et al„, 1975)»
Employers using flexitime have reported a general increase in
productivity resulting from reduced sick leave, turnover, absenteeism,
and overtime. In addition, one large Swiss company attributes a 7%
overall increase in productivity due entirely to flexitime. Every
culture that has tried flexitime has had similar results. Also, many
of these same organizations have reported positive changes in super
visory behavior, employee attitudes, and work cooperation^ After a
thorough review of literatxire, the authors of "Flexible Working Hours:
The Missing Link" turned up numerous positive reports of satisfaction
with flexitime and no examples of organizations returning to fixed
hours.
Also, Flex-Time has a sound biological foundationo Studies of
fatigue have shown that people have different personal rhythms. We
tend to work at different speeds at different times, as functions of
both physiology and mood. Performance suffers, concentration fails,
mistakes occur, quality is irregular, and accidents are more frequent
as a result of fatigue. We have only to look at our long expressways,
with their warning signs, to note the effect of fatigue and boredom.
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Flexitime is designed to recognize that there are
people who are born between 15 minutes to an hour late
into the world and they will always be 15 to 60 minutes
late for everything. So they just can't get started
early in the morning. There are also the eager beavers
who start out early in the morning, always up at the
crack of dawn, but run out of gas about 3 in the
afternoon (Irwin, 1975, 16/5).
Flexitime appears to be a readily acceptable, workable arrangement
to be incorporated in today's workweek. The critical element is the
choice a person is allowed to make as to when he works and for how long
a time he works. Taking constraints established by agreement, an
employee ought to be able to sort out his own needs and to arrange his
time to satisfy them. No employer can program the commitment that an
employee develops when he takes the responsibility himself© The
solutions to the problem of traffic congestion at the MBB plant are a
good example, and illustrate well the benefits of Flex-Time to
organization and communityo Each employee at MBB became his own search
party. Individually, employees found new patterns of transportation,
which evened out the flow of traffic. With freedom to change in
response to direct feedback, employees adjusted their arrival and
departure times until they minimized their travel times^ Each employee
completed his own feedback loop.
Self-control is considered by Maslow, McGregor, and Hertzberg to be
generally a more effective and predictable motivator of high performance
than external controls (Elbing, et al., 1975), Given the freedom, within
limits, to decide when he will work and when he will not, a person will
approach work more ready for it and with a stronger commitment to do
it well than when he is told when to work.
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The first-line supervisor is a key element in the motivation of his
subordinates. Given an opportunity—rather than being told—to plan
and organize, and the training to do it competently, he will welcome
the chance to decrease his policing activities. However, if the
first-line supervisor resists Flex—Time, or is incompetent he will
likely relax policing activities and less efficiency will result.
We may assume that interpersonal relations are strongly influenced
by reciprocity^ When a person is treated like an adult and given
responsibility, he will act responsibly. When a person is trusted, he
will respond by being trustworthy„ Because employees are likely to
respond positively to positive treatment, we also assume that the
reverse is true. If employees are distrusted they will respond in kind.
To some extent, therefore, employees are conditioned to behave as they
doo Through a structural change, Flex-Time produces changes in behavior
and attitude^
Investigation of manufacturing firms using Flex-Time reveals that
operations, seen as so interdependent that flexibility was not possible
without substantially increased costs, have been successfully adapted
to the new scheduling arrangements. Provisions for in-process inventory
between operations, break up of linear assembly lines into subassemblies
produced by teams, allowance for employees to pace and space themselves
as they see fit, as long as they make the connection necessary to main
tain work flow, have shown that interdependence can take many forms.
Given the opportunity to take responsibility for maintenance of the pro
duction flow in an increasing number of instances, employees have been
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able to introduce flexibility without increasing unit costs, despite
some increase in total cost (Elbing, et al,, 1975)o
The change over from Rigid-Time to Flex-Time is being done with
relative ease in most caseso Elbing, Gadon, and Gordon (1975) feel there
are four reasons:
lo There is no necessarily positive relationship between
punctuality and performance;
2o Time at work and productivity are not necessarily positively
correlated;
3, Rigid time-control have caused counterproductive systems
of pegging; and
A, Control systems Imposed upon the individual do not
appear to be universally applicable or effective
(Elbing, et al., 1975, p. 50).
Community gains
As cities expand and populations increase communities are being
faced with problems of more scope and breadth than ever before^
Technological solutions such as mass parking lots and comnaiter trains
and busses cost communities a lot of money, plus, with more emphasis
being placed on the environment these solutions are not always acceptableo
Corbin and Tait (1973), Fleuter (1975), Fiss (1977), and Morgan (1977)
feel Flex-Time scheduling could help solve these community problems.
Concern for the environment is a major issue of today's State and
Federal government and is being filtered down to a community concern.
The State and Federal Agencies are concerned with transportation and
traffic congestion (Morgan, 1977). With Flex-Time the peak traffic
load is spread over a longer period of time, thus lessening a traffic
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congestion problem on community streets. Demands on community
facilities such as parking lots may also receive similar relief. City
transportation and bus systems have also been able to run more econom
ically.
Studies on crime, mass transit, and utility usage have identified
these areas as community problems^ Corbin and Tait (1973) feel Flex-
Time scheduling could help solve these problems.
When you consider the flexibility of time and
people's changing concepts of its use, you can see
that many changes can be affected., Experts have sug
gested that the crime rate would decrease if more
people were abroad in the neighborhoods at all times
during the day and night. Empty streets promote a
feeling of aloneness; no one seern^ to be concerned
about others actionSa It is Intriguing to Imagine
how the various problems of mass transit and of
water and electrical supply would vanish if we could
shift people's time schedule and spread use of these
products more evenly over a 24 hour period (Corbin
and Tait, 1973, po 18).
The positive effects of Flex-Time can be extended into the
weekend. Service operations and recreation facilities may become less
congested. People have time for a golf game during the week when courses
aren't as crowded. A longer weekend for potential facility use will
exist through the flexible work hours on Friday and Monday.. This could
ease the burden on ski areas, camp grounds, and resort centers.
Businesses, too, such as service stations, restaurants and supermarkets
will have fewer peaks and valleys to contend with scheduling Inventories
and staff needs (Fleuter, 1975).
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Leisure Development
Man has had leisure in some form since the davm
of history-~even though precious little of it at firsto
Man*s initial struggle, of course, was to survive^ He
had to find and grow food, provide shelter and clothing,
and protect himself from his enemies. Beyond these,
however, he has always had some time "on his own"
(Brlghtbill, et alo, 1969, po 5)b
Brightblll, et al., and others have studied the total concept of
time. Definitions of work and leisure are concerned with time. Types
of time and how they are used are exemplified below.
Type of Time
Existence
Subsistence
Leisure
TIME
How Used
Eat
Sleep
Bodily Care
Work
School
Play-recreation
Rest
(Brlghtbill, et alo,
1969, p, 29)
Leisure
Just as there are different kinds of time, there are two kinds of
leisure. True leisure is the kind of leisure which is not Imposed
upon the individuals Enforced leisure, however, is not the leisure
which people seek or want. It is the time one has on his hands when he
is ill, unemployed, or made to retire from work when he wants to con-
tinue» True leisure is used for either rest or play and recreation.
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An example of enforced leisure is illustrated on the Statistical
Line Chart: Manufacturing Workweek", Figure The lack of available
work during the depression in the 1930's lowered the average manufac
turing workweek to 34 hours per week as compared to 53 hours per week
around 1900 (Abrahamson and Pickle, 1977).
The importance of leisure in our personal lives cannot be over-
estiioated. Most of our opportunities for meeting the following needs
are in leisure:
Recognition—people seek your opinion and company
Status—you are the president of the club, play first
violin, or are the coach
Self-direction—you make the decisions directly
Group acceptance—people want and depend upon your
presence
New experiences—you try sky-diving, gourmet cooking,
camping
Self-expression—you speak at a forum, paint a picture,
create a dance (Corbin and Tait, 1973,
PB 7) 0
The growth of recreation in the United States is the result of a
number of developments—technological and industrial progress, the
advancement of science and medicine, more widespread education, and
changing social attitudes. From the end of the 18th century to the
middle of the 20th century, the U«S» moved from a pioneer, agricul
tural land to a highly industrialized nation with large centers of
population» Urbanization took place® Public education took hold of
the people and helped to cultivate tastes and desires for recreation.
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Figure 38 A Statistical Line Chart: Manufacturing Workweek
(Abrahamson and Pickle, 1977).
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The attitude toward recreation changed so drastically over these years
that activities once scorned became not only acceptable but desirable.
Recreation
Numerous attempts have been made to thoroughly define and explain
recreation. The term recreation (from the Latin, 'recreare*, to restore,
refresh) may be viewed as "activity voluntarily engaged in during leisure
and primarily motivated by the pleasure or satisfaction derived from it"
(Brightbill et al„, 1969, p. 31).
To define recreation as mere amusement, entertainment, relaxation,
participation in games or sports, or engaging in the more frivolous
pursuits of life is to be victimized by an outdated interpretation of
the factso Recreation has a ceilingless potential for enriching and
developing an individual's personality. The enthusiasms of mankind are
dealt with during recreation almost exclusively and it is impossible
to set any limitations upon themo Recreation is also viewed as an
Important influence upon those factors which create personality. Each
person has a distinct personality® A person with a rich personality
knows how to enjoy and make the most of new experiences« This is why
the relationship between recreation and personality are so important«
Below are some factors recreation can affect in an individual's
personality.
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Happiness Mental capacity and learning
Satisfaction Freedom
Balanced growth Physical condition
Creatlveness Social condition
Competition Attitude
Character (Brightbill et al., 1969, p® 41)
The nature, purpose, and value of recreation are perhaps best
understood when we examine the salutary effects that intelligently used
recreation has upon people's lives® It is therefore, appropriate to
consider its potential in personality growth and development.
Twenty-two different human needs have been identified by Maslow
and Murray. Albert Tillman and Ruth Tlllman, 1973, authors of
The Program Book of Recreational Professionals, have looked over these
needs and identified ten of them as the most meaningful for recreation
programming. These needs are, in no special order, as follows:
HUMAN NEEDS
1. New experience
2. Relaxation/escape
3. Recognition
A. Security
5. Dominance
6. Physical activity
7. Mental activity
8. Creativity
9. Response/social interaction
lOe Service
(Tillman and Tillman, 1973,
p. 29).
The idea that recreation must be devoted to doing useful work
is misleading., A work—play (recreation) cycle could develop along an
eye-for-eye and tooth-for-tooth philosophy^ With this philosophy even
a person's recreation may become work. Depending upon motive, an
activity can be both work and recreation to a person at different times
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under different conditions (Brightbill et al„, 1969, p. 3). If a work
play (recreation) cycle does develop then work and recreation may become
equal to the individualu
Work
It seems logical that we should adjust our value system to upgrade
the quality of life, particularly with the increasing amount of time
available for leisure© With the oncoming of new technical advancements
the work ethic is being challenged. Not only can machines produce a
greater volume of products in less time, but the nature of the work has
also changed. Many positions requiring skilled workers have been
replaced by machlnese It is often hard to associate an individual
worker with the finished product. The personal pride of production is
removed and people lose the satisfaction of contributing directly to
society. A movement toward job specialization and Increased organization
for efficiency has led to less challenging jobs and worker boredom on
the job. Not all jobs are unrewarding, but the majority are simple
routines® The number of less challenging and boring jobs is increasing
rapidly. One advertising slogan, "machines work, people think", has
validity and an impact on our way of life.(Corbin and Talt, 1973)8
The one time concept of an eight hour day, forty hour week, and
fifty week year has changed in recent years. Whereas some professional
people and independent business men still spend more than forty hours
per week on the job, electricians and other blue-collar technicians are
working a thirty-two hour and in some cases a twenty-four hour week
(Corbln and Tait, 1973).
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Historical development of leisure
Before man settled in the United States, recreation and leisure
time were identified through painting, music, literature, dance, drama,
and games and sportsc Prior to the Industrial Revolution, man earned his
living largely through agriculture and trade. It V7as through inventions
of numerous kinds and industrial progress over a long period of years
that leisure in increasingly large quantities was provided.
Impact of Technology
The effect of inventions upon opportunities for leisure
is too vast to calculate. Starting with the inventions
of movable printing type in the fifteenth century, and
progressing to the steam and gas engines of the 1700*s,
and later, electric power, up to our present-day
inventions—the results are a higher standard of
living, more leisure and a more abundant life
(Brightbill et alo, 1969, p. 11).
Impact of urbanization
As stated earlier urbanization took place resulting in a need for
municipal recreationo Factories grew and people needed to live close
resulting in densely populated areas around some factory areas and
citieso New York City was the first to organize and support a municipal
park. The addition of new parks followed as other benefits such as
raised property value and increased tax revenue were realized from
the construction of parks (Frye, 1975). The idea of parks being a
function of government later proved to be the general law in the
United States0
Leisure and recreation during the 20th century in the United
States has several highlight events. During the opening years
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(1900 - 1914) century taboos about recreation began to dissolve.
Several service organizations such as the Boy Scouts of America and
the Girl Scouts of America began to appear.
The years from 1914-1918 are known as the period of "neighborhood
organization" by Clarence E. Rainwater, author of The Play Movement in
the U.S» The momentum for recreation started during the earlier part
of the century and was carried on, with the war adding strength to ito
Educational facilities were opened to community recreation. Following
WW I was a decade of expansion (1920 - 1930) where people could afford
to buy more than necessities and had more leisure time to spend on
recreationo Adults, including women, became more involved in the use
of recreational facilities. The decade of expansion was followed by
the period of depression (1930 - 1941). This period was characterized
by a high rate of unemployment, so the federal government stepped in
with "make work" programs. According to one historian, the depression
stimulated communal forms of recreation and advanced the concept of
recreation by 25 years (Brightbill et al., 1969)® One example was the
Works Progress Administration, which built roads, picnic areas,
campgrounds, cabins, hiking and riding trails, swimming and boating
facilities, and special types of recreation facilities.
World War II (1941 - 1945) hit America just as it was recovering
from the depression. The United States used the knowledge gained on the
use of recreation to bring cheer to the men at the frontSo Recreation
was recognized as a part of building a fighting force, and it served
to bring contentment and enjoyment to war workers gathered in congested
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quarters« It relieved tension and lessened the worry of the millions
of citizens in the communities throughout the United Stateso Recreation
was now becoming accepted as an essential force in the total pattern
of livings
After World War II the recreation movement started to progress more
rapidly than at any other time in history. Numerous small towns and
cities constructed "living" war memorials in the form of community cen
ters, swimming pools, playgrounds, athletic and play fields® Advanced
academic degrees in the area of recreation were now available. The
spectrum of recreation facilities was starting to include hospital
patients and the elderly. This was also a period in which a greater
demand became prevalent for people who made organized recreation their
profession. Programs for recruiting young people for the field were
initiated. More recreational facilities were made available® The
beginning of scientific research in the field emerged, and the use of
leisure for recreation touched the interests of many disciplines,
particularly the behavioral sciences.
A study of the resulting social forces affecting recreation will
help formulate ideas about recreation and its impact in the future will
increase rather than diminish. Below is a list of these social forces
(Brightbill et al., 1969, po 45-47):
Population is expanding^
Urbanization is increasing.
There are large advancements in economic productions
People are living longer.
Purchasing power is increasing.
Environmental conditions are complexo
People are better educated.
Social attitudes towards leisure and recreation are changing^
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In former president John T, Kennedy's message, during a National
Recreation Month, he made an appeal to people in the United States to
use their leisure time wisely. Leisure time as a social force is a
strong national resource and there is a need to understand and use
leisure time creatively,. The United States is possibly the only
country with such a favorable combination of leisure time, income, and
mobility and enormous recreation sources existing and potential. The
vast power and capacity of leisure should be best utilized in our one
basic freedom of using and enjoying leisure as we please.
Present leisure scene
In the United States people on the average are experiencing more
and more leisure. Economists have identified this trend and believe
that it will continue with ever increasing leisure time#
In the case of unemployment, undesirable leisure time, there is
also a growing amount of leisure time. Developing countries are finding
an ever increasing growth of unemployed people who have post primary
school education. Also medical advancements have resulted in longer
life times thus increasing the number unemployed people who are in
retirement.
With both the increase of leisure time and technological growth,
people have turned to recreational activities, which have kept pace
with technology^ Today through aerospace technology man can go any
where in the United States in less than six hourso Computers are used
to operate mass transit systems, manage football teams, design and
produce recreation items (for example, the structural framework in
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recrsational vehicXes, lootor liomes is computer tested foe safety) ^
and numerous other activities. Today sports activities are broadcast
via satellite across the world. Skis, shoes, golfclubs, and other
sports equipment have been improved and made more affordable due to
new technology.
Technology, however, has also brought about worker dissatisfaction.
Workers now complain about boredom, lack of recognition, and pointless^
ness of their jobs. Roy Walters, a private consultant In the fast-
growing field of job enrichment, lists the following as the Ten Worst
Jobs in America:
Assembly line worker
Highway toll collector
Pool typist
Bank guard
Copy-machine operator
Bogus typesetter (those who set type not to be used)
Computer tape librarian (which means*tape spool roller')
Housewife (not to be confused with mother)
Automatic elevator operator
(World Trends and Forecasts, 1976, p. 353)
Jobs of this nature have partially been the result of union
Influence. Unions generally asked for improved wages, hours, and
working conditions. Management has given employees these conditions.
Along with improved wages, hours, and working conditions, however, the
workers* jobs are required to be more productiveo Computers, Industrial
engineering and technology have caused worker output in monetary terms
to be profitable for the corporation, while decreasing individual
recognition and self interest.
These people, generally blue collar workers, are the ones enjoying
the most benefits from new trends in working hours. As a result these
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blue collar middle class people are becoming the ones with the increased
leisure time in general, more than the upper class society., The
reversal of the leisure class from upper class society to middle and
lower class society is an apparent conclusion^
Commercial recreation and businesses have at least acknowledged an
increased market for leisure products and services for the masses which
in the United States is the middle classo Bowling alleys, golf courses,
tennis courts, movie theaters, and others are easily available to all
people. As stated in Spectatoritis in the United States people are
turning to "creative arts with pre-digested past-times, prepared in
little packages at a dollar per. Buy everything! Buy pleasures! Buy
machines! Buy education! Buy healthi Buy!" (Nash, 1932, p, 10).
The present leisure scene is highly influenced by technology. Its
effects on work are positive by allowing for more leisure and adding
choices to leisure time activities. Technology, however, may be
negative by either creating unemployment or decreasing individual
worker recognition and dehumanization. These factors have contributed
to today's leisure scene with blue collar workers being the leisure
class, which in the past was dominated by the upper class members of
society.
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Leisure and Work Research
Leisure and the workweek
John R, Kelly, Department of Sociology, University of Oregon, (1972)
has studied in depth the relationship of work to leleiire. His studies
have produced a paradigm relationship (Figure 4) which was used in
this study to categorize leisure activities.
Independent
Work-relation
Dependent
Freedom - Discretion:
Chosen Determined
1. Unconditional 3. Complementary
2. Coordinated 4. Required
Activity
Figure 4. Work and leisure paradigm (Kelly, 1972)
Kelly's definition of leisure included two dimensions: those of
work-relation and freedom—discretion. These dimensions were concluded
after Kelly's review of other leisure definitions with varying dualistic
and monistic approaches to understanding life for exclusive-inclusive
differenceso From the work—relation and freedom-discretion dimensions,
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a four-celled work and leisure paradigm was developed. In this
paradigm:
Nonwork activity may be (1) For-its-own-sake: not
determined by the work relation and freely chosen;
(2) Coordinated: dependent on the work relation
in content but freely chosen; (3) Complementary:
independent of work in content and form but determined
by social roles or the need to compensate for work; and
(4) Recuperation or preparation: required by the work
relation and necessary rather than chosen (Kelly, 1972,
p. 50).
The paradigm is designed to be a theoretical simplification of other
leisure definitions, Kelly (1972) has assigned leisure definitions of
several authors to his paradigm. The cells from the paradigm included
in leisure and in nonwork definitions are summarized here:
Definition Leisure Konwork
Greek dualist-de Grazla 1 1,2,3,4
Marx and Marcuse 1,2 3,4
Dumazedler 1,3 2,4
Common usage 1,2,3, 1,2,3,4 (p<, 59)
What is work and what is leisure is not always easy to define.
A salesman's Saturday morning golf game with his client defies distinct
classification* The worker's perception of an activity should be used
to evaluate the meaning of his activity largely on the basis of how he
"feels" about Ito Feelings of freedom or constraint, pleasure or duty
would probably determine his designation of leisure, work, or neither
(Kelly, 1972),
Of Time, Work, and Leisure (1964) by Sebastian de Grazla discusses
work and leisure as studied in depth over a period of time dating from
B«C. to 1964, Research information incorporated into this book was
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provided by the Twentieth Century Fund, a nonprofit, philanthropic
foundation conducting research and public education on economic and
social problems.
During early stages of technological growth, leisure disappeared,
while today technology is reducing the workweek. The average agriculture
workweek, for example, has decreased from 72 hours per week in 1850
to 44 hours per week in 1960 (de Grazia, 1964). Similar decreases in
hours worked per week have also occurred in other areas of worko
Leisure is generally measured by the length of the workweek in
terms of a quantity of time (de Grazia, 1964)o If time Is the "tool"
for measuring amounts of leisure then by subtracting the hours worked
per week (40 hours) from the total hours in a week (168 hours) the
result should be total free time (128 hours per week). Of course, time
is also needed for sleep, eating, and other existence and subsistence
activities, "Time is only a moving belt in which all activities run
off" (de Grazia, 1964, p. 58),
Over 100 years ago steel workers labored 12 hours per day, seven
days per week. Some coal miners rarely saw the sun in the winter.
Today's workweeks require less time at the job. This would seem to
imply an increase in free time. However, the measurement of free time
of today's worker suffers from comparisons to hours worked per week>
By extending this free-time-workweek relationship to leisure time,
de Grazia (1964) feels the measurement of leisure time has also been
misinterpreted when judged only by the length of the workweek.
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Leisure and the 4-day workweek
The definition of Flex-Time may, but does not by all authors,
include the 4-day workweek. Current research information on the 4-day
workweek is more readily available than on Flex-Time. Poor and
Steele (1970) and Conner (1976) have done research specifically on the
4-day workweek and its effects on leisure time and activities.
Poor's study was conducted on thirteen 4-day firms in 1970.through
the use of personal interviews and a survey questionnaire» 136 out of
148 responses indicated they were either pleased or very pleased with
the 4-day workweek (Poor and Steele, 1970). The sample consisted of
12% managers and 88% workers.
The firms included manufacturing, service, and retail businesses
mostly located in the Boston area with a few in Florida, California,
Oklahoma, and Coloradoo Poor's study was concerned with both labor
and nonlabor factors. Those factors considered were:
Labor Factors Nonlabor Factors
Absenteeism Costs
Benefit or Incentive Customer Service
Costs Ease of Scheduling
Overtime Flexible Scheduling
Recruitment: more Production Costs
Recruitment: better Profits on Sales
Tardiness Outputs
Turnover Throughout
Sales Promotion (Poor, 1970,
p. 31)
Benefits and incentive were the largest Labor Factors* reasons for
initiating the 4-day workweek favored by 38% of the companies surveyed.
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Absenteeism, benefit or incentive, and ease of recruitment were the
most recognized advantages of the 4-rday firmse Additional costs were
identified as the only significant disadvantage« The companies
focusing on cost as a disadvantage felt it was compensated for by other
advantages, increased production and sales.
Nonlabor factors were cited as less of a reason for implementing
the 4-day workweeks However, costs and output received the most
attention. Output and production achieved notable recognition for
being better, while ease of scheduling became worse.
Overall for the employer a greater commitment to the company by the
employees was achieved through some form of Flex-Time, such as the 4-day
workweekc Ease of worker recruitment was also realized. The employee
was able to "bunch his leisure" into a three day weekend. Workers
became more job satisfied through their leisure advantage (Poor and
Steele, 1970)o Moonlighting was cited as Increased from the national
average of 4% to an average of 17%a Depending upon the company this was
sited as either an advantage or a disadvantage.
Poor and Steele felt the changeover from rigid time to the 4-day
workweek was worth the effort. The company effects were positive.
Advantages in most firms outweigh disadvantages. Employees can enjoy new
leisure through the bunching of time. Even though many workers spend
more money during their leisure time, they see the 4-day workweek as
an advantages
The 4-Day Workweek: Effects on Leisure Behavior (1976), a dis
sertation by Karen Conner, studied the areas of work and leisure. Two
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Iowa insurance companies were utilized in the research with one being
a 4-day company with 425 employees and the second a 5-day company
employing 530 people. 268 employees were surveyed in the 4-day company
and 328 in the 5-day firmo The samples were surveyed through a mailed
questionnaire.
Conner's questionnaire was designed to measure three types of
leisure change:
1. perceptual,
2. activity,
3. frequency.
Perceptual changes^ or the respondents' belief that changes have, or
have not, occurred in the frequency of their leisure participation were
increased in 50% of the cases, equal 35%, and decreased 16%o The
activity change, or change in the number of different leisure activites
pursued increased for 40% of the responding 4-day workers, remained
equal for 34%, and decreased for 27%o Frequency change, or change in the
frequency of leisure participation increased in 54% of the cases, was
equal for 16%, and decreased for 30% (Conner, 1976).
Previous research has suggested that participation in leisure-time
activities may be increased with the regrouping of free time resulting
in the four day schedule., Conner's dissertation exhibited changes in
the leisure participation of these respondents during the study in the
areas of leisure perception, activity, and frequency^ Generally, these
changes were toward increased leisure participationg
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Leisure counseling
Leisure counseling by doctors and psychiatrists, originated about
fifteen years ago., Today leisure counseling has developed to where it
is starting to appear in the local recreation department community
center e With a leisure oriented society evolving now or in the near
future (Overs, 1975; Corbin and Tait, 1973), leisure counseling should
be expanded to fill these needs (Overs, 1975)»
Today's recreation scene has an increased emphasis on services to
both institutional and community settings. The recreation scene of
today coincides with:
1. the increasing growth of the acceptance of leisure experiences
as a viable means of achieving self-expression and actualization
2, the increasing concern with the recreational experience from
the point of view of the participant;
3e the increasing recognition that individuals need help in
developing leisure competencies just as they often require aid
in acquiring work-related skills; and
4b the increasing Interest in the recreation field and related
professions with improving aspects of professional practice
in the area of leisure counseling (Epperson, Witt, and
Hitzhusen, 1976, pe viil).
Leisure counseling is one specific aspect of the overall leisure
education process» The present leisure awareness coupled with the
institutional and community needs has led to an educational process
aimed at:
!• helping clients make fuller use of free time opportunities
during the rehabilitation process;
2, facilitating the community relntegratlon process; and
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3. possibly helping clients overcome one of the primary causes
of institutionalization - misuse or inadequate use of
available free time (Epperson, Witt, and Hitzhusen, 1976,
p, viii).
Today's public and private education is made available to most
people, but leisure education is seldom if at all found as a course
offering, Hovever, through other courses and increased awareness of
leisure counseling, education for leisure programs are under development.
Avocational counseling as a part of leisure counseling is in force
today. Overs (1975) felt that: "within the next 50 years we will
probably emerge into a leisure oriented society in which avocational
goals are as highly valued as work goals are now (p. AO)." Overs also
feels leisure activities should be meaningful« Aimless or pathological
activities such as alcohol abuse, drug abuse, or TV watching are often
substituted for more meaningful activities (Overs, 1975)e Not all
individuals are able to participate as they would like in their
avocational interests. Overs (1975) identifies the following factors
which limit participation in avocational interests;
Physical, mental, and emotional impairments
Family and cultural attitudes
Transportation and finances (p. 37)o
As the amount of time spent at work is being decreased, the workers
are given more free time or potential leisure time. Just as counseling
is often used in the world of work, leisure and avocational counseling
are being made available to help people use their leisure time in a
neaningful way. Today's society is increasing its awareness to leisure
counseling and the concepts' potential for future expansion.
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Summary
The review of literature covered four main areas relevant to this
study: Flex-Time background and case studies; research information on
Flex-Ttme; leisure development; and leisure and work research., Kelly's
(1972) work was reviewed and credited for his development of the Work
and Leisure Paradigm. De Grazia's (1964) study of time, work, and
leisure discussed the relationship between leisure time and the hours
worked per weeka Research by Connor (1976), Poor and Steele (1970
on the 4-day workweek showed general support by employees for this work
schedule concept* Conner's study specifically noted a generally favorable
effect on leisure activities due to the 4-day workweek through employee
perception, activity and frequency of participation. Finally, leisure
counseling is expanding out of the medical and psychiatric fields into
community recreation. Today, as more free time is available to people,
leisure counseling should be increased (Overs, 1975)o
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CHAPTER III. PROCEDURE
This chapter contains a description of the methods and procedures
used to develop the questionnaire. Appendix C, and to assess the
leisure activities of employees working for a company which changed to
Flex-Time. The chapter is divided into four major parts: 1) question
naire development; 2) the sampling plan; 3) administration of the
questionnaire; and 4) analysis of data. Each of the major parts is
subdivided for clarity. This chapter should serve as a basis for
accepting the results presented in Chapter IV„
Questionnaire Development
Categorization and leisure activity measurement
The first stage of this study investigated potential categorization
of leisureg The leisure-work paradigm by Kelly was adopted. The
paradigm allowed for a relatively simple break dovm of leisure activities
which could be identified by the employees.
Based on the four categories of leisure: 1) unconditional leisure;
2) coordinated leisure; 3) complementary leisure; and 4) required
activity; the employees were asked if their leisure activities had
increased, decreased, or remained the same due to Flex-Time*. In order
to answer these questions, a recall of information was required by the
individual. The questionnaire was administered six months after the
Implementation of Flex-Time.
A system was developed to help the individual carry out the recall
of information and to categorize it into one of four categories of
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leisure. The individual was provided with definitions of the individual
categories followed by one example, and nine lines for recording
activitiesv An estimate of the hours per week was also recorded so the
individual could better record his overall leisure change due to the
change to Flex-Time scheduling.
After repeating this procedure for the four categories the in
dividual then recorded the overall effects upon his leisure activities
for unconditional leisure, coordinated leisure, complementary leisure,
required activity, and all four categories»
Factors affecting leisure
By reviewing literature on other studies, and their results,
factors affecting leisure activities were collected., Those factors
identified were:
1. category of vork
2. age
3. sex
4* marital status
5. number of children under 18 years of age which you are
responsible for either through parenthood, marriage,
or adoption
6. Income category
7. physical condition
Categories rather than specific niuobers were used in some cases to
assist data collection and categorization of information.
Information on the Flex-Time schedule used by the individual was
also recorded. This information had not been recorded In other studies,
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but will be analyzed in this study to determine the effects, if any,
of Flex-Time on the employee's decision to work earlier or later in the
day»
Pilot study
The questionnaire was pilot studied on four randomly selected
employees from the studies population. First the questionnaire was
administered to two employees through the questionnaire. These two
individuals were selected by the Personnel Director at the Iowa Depart
ment of Transportation. After examination of the completed questionnaires,
it was observed that part of the questionnaire was not being filled out
completely. The two subjects failed to complete all the thought processes
in the questionnaires
Two interviews were then conducted from names selected randomly«
The interviews were structured around the same questlonnaireo These
interviews were held in the individuals office during the work day« The
interviews only supplied as much information as the mailed out question
naire. A conclusion was made, that with aiodifications to the question
naire, it would be better to use mailed out questionnaires..
Sampling Plan
The population
In order to conduct the study a population of employees who had
recently changed to Flex-Time was a necessity® The population also
needed to be large enough to allow for an adequate sample size.
Convenience or closeness to the researcher was also considered.
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The Iowa Department of Transportation (DOT), Ames, Iowa was
identified as the population with a sample size of 45 employees. The
DOT, employed approximately 1,000 workers, with over 60% of them
working a Flex-Time schedule. Due to certain types of work, such as
janitorial and security, not all employees had the opportunity to
work a Flex-Time schedule. Other employees, though given the oppor
tunity to make their own Flex—Time schedule, did not alter their work
schedule from the previous rigid scheduleo
The employees at the DOT work for the State of Iowa, generally in
an office environment. Most of the employees fall into three categories
of work as assigned by the DOT bargaining unite These areas were
clerical, fiscal and staff, and technical. Technical positions included
areas such as low level computer operators and accounting technicians»
Clerical positions are exemplified by clerk typist and secretaries^
Finally, fiscal and staff employees included upper level computer
programmers and accountants.
Through contacts with the personnel department at the DOT, Ames,
Iowa, a list of names of people presently working on a Flex-Time
schedule was obtained. The names were taken from personnel records
indicating the Flex-Time schedule to be worked by the individual
employee, as reported by the employees supervisor.
The sample
The population of Flex-Time employees at the DOT, Ames, Iowa,
were put into a listing, grouped by departmentso Each individual on
the list was assigned a number in ascending order starting with one.
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A table of random numbers was then used to determine which elements of
the population would be part of the sample. Several invalid subjects
(people not on Flex-Time) were found in the list of Flex-Time employees
when the schedules were examined. These three subjects were deleted
and replaced with the next random numbers from the table.
Administration of the Questionnaire
Introductory letter and approval letter from employer
An Introductory letter. Appendix B, was attached to the question
naire to explain the purpose and intent of the study. General Instruc
tions as to the return of the questionnaire were also Included. A
statement of privacy was included to assure each individual that his
individual answers would not be made available to anyone.
An employer approval letter, Appendix A, was included on the employer's
stationery. The approval letter again stated the researcher's intent
and its approval by the employer. Also, the employee was assured his
answers to the questionnaire would not in any way effect his present jObo
Initial questionnaire distribution
All mailing of the 45 questionnaires was done through the employers
loailing system, so all subjects received the questionnaire at work. The
questionnaires were delivered to the DOT on January 26, 1978o All
questionnaires, upon completion, were to be sent to the DOT personnel
office through the DOT's mailing system^ A return envelope was enclosed
for this purpose. The completed questionnaires were not viewed by
anybody from the DOTo
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Follow-up letters
After one week 38% or 17 of the questionnaires had been returned^
The first follow up letter, Appendix D, was mailed at that tinie» This
letter thanked those who had already completed the questionnaire, and
urged others to complete and return the questionnaire.
After two weeks 62% or 28 of the questionnaires had been returned.
The second and last follow up letter. Appendix E, was mailed at that
time. This letter again thanked those who had filled out the question
naire and urged others to complete and return the questionnaire. Also,
by calling the researcher, the employee was urged to ask for a new
questionnaire if he so needed one. Two questionnaires were mailed as
a result of individual requests for replacement questionnaires,
A total of thirty-one questionnaires were returned over a
period of five weekso Three returns were omitted because two individuals
no longer worked at the DOT and one individual was not working a
Flex-Time schedule. This left twenty-eight subjects for the study.
Analysis of Data
The last stage involved the analyzing of all the data that was
collected from twenty-eight subjects. To facilitate computation, the
data was placed into a matrix^ The outcomes of the analysis are
represented in Chapter IV, and implications of the effects of Flex-
Time scheduling on the leisure activities of the employees are presented..
Procedures for analyzing this study is covered by a discussion of each
question of the study as stated in Chapter I.
The questions of the study are:
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Question 1: Is Flex-Time viewed as an employee benefit by
employees? The questionnaire of this study provides the information
gathered from one question in which the employee indicates yes or no
to his view of Flex—Time as an added benefit to himg Information on
the number of samples indicating they do feel Flex-Time is an added
benefit to them, and the total number of samples (28) were used to
calculate a percentage, A criterion percentage of over fifty per cent
was used to determine positive and negative viewso Information was
also gathered on whether Flex-Time should be continuedc This infor
mation was treated on a percentage using the total sample size (28).
Question 2; Does Flex-Time increase an employee's leisure time?
The questionnaire of this study provided the information through one
question concerning the overall changes in leisure time due to the
effect of Flex-Timeo Employees Indicated an increase in leisure by
circling ^ and the total number of individuals (28) was used to
calculate a percentage» A criterion percentage of over fifty per cent
was used to determine positive and negative viewso
Question 3: Which categories of leisure activities are affected
most by the change to Flex-Time? Information on the four categories of
leisure (Work-leisure paradigm) as to whether the individuals leisure
time has Increased, decreased, or remained the same was studied. Data
gathered on the number of people affected in each category was presented,
The information included the four categories of leisure and the number
of people whose leisure activity for the individual category had
increased, decreased, or remained the same. From this information.
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as applied in Chapter IV, implications were made as to which categories
of leisure are affected the most by the change to Flex-Time.
Question 4: Which demographic factors affected the amount of
leisure time available to workers on Flex-Time? The demographic factors
and the responses to all four categories of leisure coinbined found in the
leisure summary part of the questionnaire were placed into three tablee.
These three tables, each containing two or three demographic factors,
were tabled by the number of increase (+), decrease (+), and no change (»)
responses. The per cent of leisure change was calculated by totaling the
number of increase (+) and decrease (+) responses in each demographic
factor category, and then dividing this total into the total responses
for the demographic factor category. If there were no subjects in the
category, then no per cent of leisure change was calculated. All of this
information was finally placed on a bar chart for ease of explanation.
Question 5; Which demographic variables affect leisure activity
participation of Flex-Time employees? The demographic variables and the
responses to unconditional leisure, coordinated leisure, complementary
leisure, and required activity in the leisure summary part of the ques
tionnaire were placed into three tables for each of the four categories
of leisure. These twelve tables each contained two or three demographic
variables, with the total responses to each of the four categories of
leisure tabled by the number of increase (t), decrease (4^), and no
change («) responses. The per cent of leisure change was calculated by
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totaling the number of increase (+) and decrease (+) responses in each
demographic variable category, and then dividing this total into the
total responses for the demographic factor category„ If there were
no subjects in the category, then no per cent of leisure change was cal
culated. Information on each of the four categories of leisure was then
placed on corresponding bar charts for ease of explanation.
Summary
Chapter III provided the detailed information necessary for a com
plete understanding of the research study and methods of analysis., The
questions of the study, presented in Chapter I, were discussed individu
ally as to their method of analysis, in relation to the data from the
questionnaire^ The sampling plan for the study was identified. The
number of people receiving the instrument, and the number of people
returning the instrument was reviwed. Demographic factors recorded
and the pilot study were discussed. This chapter described the study
from the development of the questionnaire to the analysis procedure for
the study.
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CHAPTER IV. FINDINGS
The findings of this chapter were reviewed in relation to the fol
lowing questions of the study:
1. Is Flex-Time viewed as an employee benefit by employees?
2. Does Flex-Time increase an employee's leisure time?
3. Which categories of leisure activities are affected most by
the change to Flex-Time?
4. Which demographic factors affected the amount of leisure time
available to workers on Flex-Time?
5. Which demographic variables affect leisure activity participation
of Flex-Time employees?
Each question was treated independently using tables and graphs where
appropriate.
Question It Is Flex-Time viewed as an employee benefit by employees?
This question was answered directly in the Leisure Summary section of the
questionnaires. Of the twenty-eight people or respondents 79% or 22
subjects responded positively. When also asked if Flex-Time should be
continued more subjects or 89% of the sample responded positively.
Question 2; Does Flex-Time increase an employee's leisure time?
Data was obtained through the individual's questionnaire response to the
effect of Flex-Time on overall leisure. This information was found in
the Leisure Summary portion of the questionnaire under combined categories
of leisure. Fourteen people, fifty per cent, indicated their leisure
activity participation had increased. The other 14 subjects responded
with no change in their total leisure activity participation.
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Question 3; Which categories of leisure activities are affected
iiK>st by the change to Flex-Time? This information is found in the
Leisure Summary portion of the questionnaire. The subjects were asked
to circle the response to their change in leisure activity participation
by categories due to the change to Flex-Tlmeo In Table 1 the findings
on categories of leisure activities are summarized.
Table Categories of leisure activities as effected by Flex-Time^
I. Unconditional Leisure ± (15) ± (0) s (13)
II. Coordinated Leisure ± ( 9) ± (0) = (19)
lllo Complementary Leisure ± ( 6) ± (1)
a (21)
IV. Required Activity ± (10) ± (0) - (18)
In Table 1 unconditional leisure was found to have 15 positive
responses, no negative responses, and 13 no change responses• Coordinated
leisure was found to have 9 positive responses, no negative responses, and
19 no change responses. Complementary leisure was found to have 6 positive
responses, 1 negative response, and 21 no change responses. This one
negative response to complementary leisure is the only negative response
to any leisure category in the study. Required activity was found to
have 10 positive, no negative responses, and 18 no change responses. A
total of 28 subjects responses was found In each category.
Question 4; Which demographic factors affected the amount of
leisure time available to workers on Flex-Time? All demographic variables
recorded were compared individually to the combined questionnaire. The
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demographic variable's were categorized into Tables 8,9 and 10 (Appendix
F) showing the number of increases (t), decreases (+), and no change (=)
responses to each category within a demographic variable. These responses
were then totaled. The total number of increase (f) and decrease (+)
responses were divided into the total responses by the category within
each demographic variable. The percentage of leisure change was then
calculated. If there were no responses to a category than no per centage
of leisure change calculated and indicated by "no subjects**.
The percentages of leisure change found in Tables 8, 9 and 10 are
graphically presented in Table 2. Each of the seven demographic variables
are further divided and labeled by the categories found in eachu The
height of the bar represents the per cent of leisure change. It should
be noted that demographic variable categories ranged in subject size
from one to twelve.
Question 5t Which demographic variables affect leisure activity
participation of Flex-Time employees? Leisure activity participation
was measured in the Leisure Summary part of the questionnaire. Each of
the four categories; unconditional, coordinated, complementary, and
required leisure were examined. The seven demographic variables were
divided into three tables:
1. Age, sex, and physical condition
2g Marital status and number of children
3, Work category and income/year
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Information resulting from a comparison of demographic variables to the
four categories of leisure activity participation was then placed in
these tables.
Tables 11-22, response by: age, sex, and physical condition;
marital status and number of children; and work category and income/year
to unconditional leisure, coordinated leisure, complementary leisure, and
required activity are found in Appendix G, The categories within a
demographic factor showing no response show a "no subject" response in
the per cent of leisure change column.
The percentages of leisure change found in (Appendix G) Tables 11»
12, and 13; 14, 15, and 16; 17, 18, and 19; and 20, 21, and 22 are
graphically presented in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively. Each
of the seven demographic variables are further divided and labeled by
the specific categories. The height of the bar represents the per cent
of leisure change^, It should be noted that demographic variable cate
gories ranged in subject size from one to twelve. Each of the cate
gories of leisure. Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6, were examined Independently in
relationship to the demographic variables.
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Data was also gathered on the work schedules of the subjects. The
information recorded was the starting time, lunch break, and quitting
time of each employee. Before Flex-Time the rigid hour work schedule at
the Department of Transportation, Ames, Iowa was 7:45 to 11:30 a.m» in
the morning and from 1:00 until 5:15 p.m. in the afternoon# On Flex-
Time each employee has the flexibility to vary the work schedule they
desire by the day of the week„ Once this schedule is established the
employee is required to follow his Flex-Time schedule for 3 months. The
number of subjects starting earlier and those starting later than the
previous rigid work schedule is tabled below, table 4, showing the
results also by the day of the week«
Table 7o Employee work schedule preferences under Flex-Time.
Number of subjects
before 7:45 a.m^
starting:
after 7:45 aom. at 7:45 a.m«
MONDAY 18 5 5
TUESDAY 17 5 6
WEDNESDAY 17 5 6
THURSDAY 16 6 6
FRIDAY 19 3 7
AVERAGE 17.4 4„8 6
In table 4 the first column represents the number of subjects who
started work earlier due to Flex—Time. An average of 17o4 subjects over
the whole week or 62 per cent changed to an earlier starting time. An
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average of A.8 subjects or 17 per cent preferred a later starting time.
By allowing employees to vary their individual work schedule; on some
days the employees arrived at work the same time as they had during the
rigid work week» Four subjects did not vary their starting time, but
did change their lunch break and quitting timeo The 8 per cent not
accounted for is the result of some days throughout the week being
worked at the old rigid work schedule.
Chapter Summary
The questions of the study were answered by the analysis and
presentation of data in this chapter. Several graphs and tables were
presented to better relate information provided by the study.. This
Information was briefly discussed to lay a foreground for Chapter V*s
summary, conclusions, and recommendationso Additional information was
also presented on employee working time preferences on Flex-Time.
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CHAPTER V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The first four chapters provided the background, details, and
findings of this study. This chapter will summarize the information,
present conclusions,- and list recommendations.
Summary
To summarize this study, a brief review of the preceding chapters
is necessary. To clarify the summary a restatement of the problem and
purpose of this study are given^
Restatement of the problem
The problem of this study was to determine the effects of Flex-Time
on leisure activities of fully employed workers^
Restatement of the purpose
The purpose of this study was to provide Information concerning the
effects of Flex-Time on participating workers' amount of leisure time,
job satisfaction, and areas of leisure time participation.
A review of the literature provided a foundation for the problem^,
The literature reviewed was divided into five topic areas. The first
area was Flex-Time background. Several workweek alternatives other
than Flex-Time were defined« Then Flex-Time itself and Its variations
by the day and month were also explained. Implementation of Flex~Tlme
with suggested time schedules were given along with examples.
The second area of review focused upon the present status of Flex-
Time. The first company to utilize Flex-Time, MBB, was reviewed in
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detail from a study by Harvey Bolton. The advantages and disadvantages
of Flex-Time at MBB were reviewed along with reasons for implementing
Flex-Time. Other case studies were also discussed, but in less detail-
The third area of review was research information on Flex-Time.
Both employee benefits and cominunity gains due to Flex—Time were
emphasized. In one study Flex-Time was viewed as realizing several
employee advantages (Bolton, 1971)c Other studies show a general employee
likeness to Flex-Time. Several community problems can also be lessened
or solved with Flex-Tlme. As Flex-Time was originally implemented to
solve a traffic congestion problem this is still among others a community
advantage to be gained through Flex-Time.
The fourth area of review was leisure development. Leisure, recrea
tion, and work were reviewed to add needed background information. The
historical development of leisure was reviewed through the impact of
technology and urbanizationw Finally the present leisure scene was dis
cussed through information provided by experts in the leisure and
recreation fields.
The fifth and last area of review was leisure and work research.
Kelly's work and leisure paradigm was identified and defined as it
relates to leisure and the workweek. Additional studies by de Grazia,
Conners, Poor, and Steele were reviewed. Leisure counseling was also
identified and defined in its relationship to leisure time and this study.
In addition literature by other authors in the field of leisure counseling
were reviewed with their rationalization for leisure counseling.
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Conclusions
The conclusions of this study will be discussed in terms of the
stated questions of the study. The implications of the findings and
their relationship to the problem will be concluded^
Question 1: Is Flex-Time viewed as an employee benefit by employees?
Conclusion 1
Flex-Time is viewed as an employee benefit by employees. There was
a 79% positive response to the questionnaire to support this conclusion.
Question 2; Does Flex-Time increase an employee's leisure time?
Conclusion 2
Flex-Time had no effect on one-half of the employees* leisure time
and increased one-half of the employees' leisure time, but did not
decrease any employees' leisure time. The responses were 50% positive,
50% no effect, and 0% negative.
Question 3; Which categories of leisure activities are affected most by
the change to Flex-Time?
Conclusion 3
The four categories of leisure are ranked below with number one being
affected the most due to Flex-Time scheduling.
1. Unconditional leisure
2. Required activity
3. Coordinated leisure
4* Complementary leisure
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The ranked categories of leisure were obtained by totaling their total
number of increase (+), and decrease (+) responses found in the leisure
summary., The totals were unconditional leisure (15)» coordinated
leisure (9), complementary leisure (7), and required activity (10).
Question A: Which demographic factors affect the amount of leisure time
available to workers on Flex-Time?
Conclusion 4
The conclusions were drawn relative to all four categories of
leisure combined. When demographic variables had a range greater than
30%, there was a definite effect on the amount of leisure available to
workers on Flex-Time.
The demographic factors which affect the amount of leisure time
available to workers on Flex—Time were:
Age
Sex
Physical Condition
Number of Children
Work Category
Income Category
These factors were drawn using the percentages of leisure change found in
Table 2.
Question 5: Which demographic variables affect leisure activity partici
pation of Flex-Time employees?
Conclusion 5
The conclusions were drawn relative to the categories of leisure©
When demographic variables had a range greater than 30%, there was a
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definite effect on leisure activity participation; lower than 30% showed
no change.
Unconditional leisure The demographic variables which affected
unconditional leisure were:
Age
Physical Condition
Marital Status
Number of Children
Work Category
Income Category
These variables were drawn using the percentages of leisure change found
in Table 3,
Coordinated leisure The demographic variables which affected
coordinated leisure were:
Age
Physical Condition
Nuinber of Children
Income Category
These variables were drawn using the percentages of leisure change found
in Table Ac
Complementary leisure The demographic variables which affected
complementary leisure were:
Age
Physical Condition
Number of Children
Work Category
Income Category
These variables were drawn using the percentages of leisure change found
in Table 5.
Required activity The demographic variables which affected
required activity were:
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Age
Physical Condition
Marital Status
15uinber of Children
Work Category
Income category
These variables were drawn using the percentages of leisure change
found in Table 6.
Relationship to Other Studies
MBB, the originator of Flex-Time, ran studies on Flex-Time relative
to the employees perception of Flex-Tlme„ 65.5% of the employees were
identified as having a positive attitude toward Flex-Time. This is
comparable to the 79% positive response to Flex-Time as an employee
benefit found in this study.
Astudy done by Conners dealing with the 4-Day workweek, another
alternative to the rigid workweek, and leisure behavior found that 50%
of the subjects indicated an increase and 50% no change in their perceived
frequency of leisure participation. The Conners study and this study
had identical findings on the effects of the 4-Day workweek and Flex-Time
on an anployees leisure times
Kelly's leisure paradigm has not been utilized for research in
identifying leisure categories. Other studies, however, have been done
utilizing specific leisure activities. The study by Conners on the
4-Day workweek and leisure behavior found the following leisure activities
to be significantly changed.
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picnicing
going to parks and playgrounds
shopping for pleasure
riding in autos for pleasure
attending movies
attending concerts, lectures, plays
traveling for pleasure
attending college or adult education classes
spending time in taverns and night clubs
These activities would be identified in the paradigm in the category of
unconditional leisure. This again agrees with this study as unconditional
leisure was concluded to be the category of leisure most effected by the
change to Flex-Tlmeo
Previous research indicates that five socio—demographic variables
have been associated with the leisure participation of individuals <> These
variables are: (1) age; (2) family income; (3) physical condition;
(4) occupational prestige; and (5) family size. This study revealed all
of these demographic variables plus sex as possible explanations of
leisure activity change* Marital status was also recorded with no effect
on leisure activity participation.
Recommendations
The recommendations for this study are based upon the findings and
conclusions that were presented« They are presented in two parts, the
first part for people directly Involved within the study and the second
part for strengthening and duplicating this study,. The recommendations
which pertain to people Involved within this study are numerically
listed as follows:
1. The use of Flex-Time from an employee view point should be
continued. Flex-Time in general has realized many employee advantages
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in its relatively short period of implementation. The subjects of this
study are in agreement with other employees in the need to continue
expanding the use of Flex-Time.
2. Increasing an employee's leisure time is possible through Flex-
Time without decreasing the number of hours worked per week. However,
not all employees are able to use their time well or are unable to make
full use of the present Flex-Time schedule. An increase in flexibility
of the present Flex-Time is one solution, but a leisure counseling ser
vice for employees would probably be of greater practicality and impact
for the employee.
3o The population in this study Is involved in relatively less
complementary leisure than other categories of leisure. It Js recommended
that the employer put more emphasis on and promote leisure activity
involvement, a form of leisure counseling, in this area. The change to
Flex-Time should enhance the potential for an employee to be involved in
complementary leisure.
4. Potential leisure activities offered by the employer and the
community should focus on all income categories and often involve physical
activity. They should be adaptable to families with children.
5. Special consideration should be given to parents for their
Involvement in complementary leisures Community onvolvement is more
likely to be a greater portion of thier leisure involvement- Activities
for nonwork related leisure should be mostly for people in a good
physical condition.
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The. second set of recommendations are presented to strengthen or
expand other studies that might duplicate this research. These will be
presented through a numerical listing which is as follows:
1. To allow for a stronger statistical analysis of the information
obtained, use a larger sample size in a study similar to this
one,
2, More accurate information on Flex-Time schedules and demographic
variables could be obtained by working closely with the
implementation of Flex-Time by an employer,
3. A study similar to this one, where the demographic information
is obtained through the employer. This could be coordinated
through the employees social security number being requested
in the questionnaire.
4, To determine the construction of future recreation facilities,
propose studies with specific facility needs in mind.
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APPENDIX A: EMPLOYER APPROVAL LETTER FOR QUESTIONNAIRE
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IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
January 25, 1978
Ref. No.
Colleen Gaffney
Personnel
Flex-Time Survey
Attached is a questionnaire prepared by an Iowa State University graduate
student, Larry Stoltenberg, concerning Flex-T1me and Leisure Activities. Your
individual questionnaire responses will be opened only by Mr. Stoltenberg with
DOT personnel only viewing the final results of the research. Your assistance
in this project will be appreciated.
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APPENDIX B: INTRODUCTORY LETTER OF QUESTIONNAIRE
8A
LEISURE ACTIVITIES RELATED TO FLEX-TIME
This questionnaire is to be utilized by Larry Stoltenberg, a graduate
student at Iowa State University, for the completion of a thesis paper
required to receive a Master of Science Degree.
You are one of a number of persons, who have experienced Flex-Time,
being asked to give your opinion in matters concerning such. All research
expenses are being paid for by myself, with the Department of Transpor
tation only supplying me with access to the list of people experiencing
Flex-Time, Your name was chosen randomly from a list of Ames Department
of Transportation employees who have been working a minimum of 40 hours
per week since July 1, 1977, and are currently working on Flex-Timeo
Results of this study will be made available to the Department of
Transportation and a copy of the completed thesis will be on file at the
I.S.U, Library. Individual answers will not be available to anyoneo
Return the completed questionnaire to Mr<. Stoltenberg by using the
return envelope provided and mailing it through the DOT mailing system.
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APPENDIX C: QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE STUDY
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Leisure Activities Related to Flex-Time
Directions; Please answer all questions. If you want to add comments, please
use the margins and/or the last page.
First, I need some background information for the statistical analysis of how
different types of indidividuals may answer the questions concerning leisure
activities. Individuals will not be identified in the analysis.
The categories below are employee bargaining units for Ames DOT employees.
What is your present category of work at the Department of Transportation?
(Circle One)
1. Clerical
2. Fiscal and Staff
3. Technical
What is your age? Years
Your sex: 1. Male 2. Female
Your marital status: 1. Never married
2. Married
(Circle One) 3. Separated
4. Divorced
5. Widowed
How many children under 18 years of age are you responsible for either through
parenthood, marriage, or adoption? Number
Which category most closely approximates your family (husband and wife) income
before taxes last year?
(Circle One)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Less than
$5,000 to
$10,000 to
$15,000 to
$20,000 to
$25,000 to
More than
$5,000
$9,999
$14,999
$19,999
$24,999
$29,999
$30,000
How do you classify your present physical condition? 1.
2.
(Circle One) 3.
4.
5.
Fill in below your present Flex-Time schedule.
Before Lunch After Lunch
Mon. a.m. to to p.m.
Tues. a.m. to to p.m.
Wed. a.m. to to p.m.
Thur, a.m. to to p.m.
Fri. a.m. to to p.m.
Excellent
Good
Average
Fair
Poor
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Leisure Activities
Of particular interest to my research is how Flox-Tinio iiiav havo at fiu'I oil vmir
leisure activities. Since all of us apply different meanings to various types
of leisure activities other than our job, would you first read the four dif
ferent classifications of leisure activities. Then go back and follow steps
1 through 3 for each of the four categories.
Step 1: On the lines provided list your leisure activities in which you
participate in each category.
Step Estimate the number of hours spent on each activity on a per
week basis presently.
Step 3; Write the appropriate sjrmbol for an increase (+), decrease (+),
or no change (=) in your leisure activities because of Flex-Time.
I. Unconditional Leisure:
1. Independent of work.
2. "Freely chosen (you pick the activity).
3.. Done for no other reason than you like it.
4. No penalty for nonparticipation, except your own feeling of missing
the action.
5. Examples: Go to ballgames, fights, hockey games; Rest, relax, and
loaf; Watch television; Read for pleasure.
Activity hrs/wk —* -
le; Play Basketball
.> -
on
Flex-Time
Activity hrs/wk -
on
Flex-Time
II. Coordinated Leisure:
1. Related to your work skills, but not required by the job.
2. Skills required, people, location, and sponsorship may be the same
as at work.
3. Freely chosen (you pick the activity).
4. Examples: Hobbies such as sewing and woodworking; Work on cars;
Volunteer work; Typing.
Activity hrs/wk
le: Volunteer Work
, or ^
on
Flex-Time
Activity hrs/wk i' i- " :
on
Flex-Time
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III. Complementary Leisure:
1. Low in work relation, but complementary to work by being associated
to role-status expectations.
2. Social constraint may be related to occupational position, community
status, or familial roles.
3. Examples: Spend time with the family; Join a social club; Be active
in school boards, P.T.A., Scouting, church activities.
Activity hrs/wk ^9 jit or =
on
Activity hrs/wk " -
on
Flex-Time Flex-Time
pie: Boy Scout Leader
IV. Required Activity:
1. Not defined as leisure.
2. Required by work either as preparation or recuperation.
3. Restrictive to you.
A. Examples: Work around the house; Run errands; Personal bookwork;
Sewing; Transporting children; Insulating the house.
, Transporting
Children
Activity hrs/wk —' —* — Activity hrs/wk —' ° "
on on
Flex-Time Flex-Time
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Leisure Summary
Circle the appropriate symbol for an increase (+), decrease (+), or no
change (=) in your leisure activities because of Flex-Time.
I, Unconditional Leisure
II. Coordinated Leisure
III, Complementary Leisure ^
IV. Required Activity ^
All four categories of Leisure combined ^
As an employee, do you feel Flex-Time is an added benefit to you? Yes No
Should it be continued? Yes No
THANK you:
Comments:
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APPENDIX D: FIRST FOLLOW UP LETTER
91
February 2, 1978
Dear Flex-Time Employee,
Last week a questionnaire seeking your opinions about
Flex-Time was mailed to you.
If the questionnaire has been completed and returned,
please accept my sincere thanks. If not, please do so
today. Because it has been sent to a representative
sample, it is extremely important that yours also be
included in the study if the results are to accurately
represent the opinions of workers employed under Flex-
Time scheduling.
Your assistance is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Mr. Larry Stoltenberg
292-6804
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APPENDIX E: SECOND FOLLOW UP LETTER
93
February 15, 1978
Dear Flex-Time Employee:
My study on Flex-Time is nearly complete, however, as of
February 15, 1978 I have received only 25 of the 45 questionnaires.
If my study is to be valid I need to increase the returns to
approximately 35. I would like to thank the 25 Flex-Time employees
who have returned the questionnaire and urge the remaining 20 people
to complete and return the materials.
I will be more than happy to furnish additional questionnaires if
they are needed. Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
wui I jr ouu 1LenDerg
Phone: 292-6804 (Ames)
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APPENDIX F: RESPONSE BY DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLE GROUPS
TO ALL FOUR CATEGORIES OF LEISURE COMBINED
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Table 8. Response by age, sex, and physical condition to all four cate
gories of leisure combinede
/. X \ Per Cent ofIncrease (+) Decrease (+) Ho Change (-) leisure Change
Age (In years)
1» Under 20
2„ 21-30
3» 31-40
41-50
5. 51-60
6o Over 60
Sex
1. Male
2. Female
12
2
Physical Condition
1. Excellent 7
2. Good 7
3. Average 0
4 e Fair 0
5. Poor 0
10
4
No Subjects
60%
43%
60%
33%
No Subjects
55%
33%
70%
50%
0%
0%
No Subjects
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Table 9. Response by marital status and number of children to all four
categories of leisure combined.
Increase (+) Decrease W No Change (=) Leisyrrchange
Marital Status
le Never Married 3 0 3 50%
2. Married 10 0 10 50%
3. Separated 0 0 0 No Subjects
4q Divorced 1 0 1 50%
5 • Widowed 0 0 0 No Subjects
Number of Children
1. 0 9 0 5 64%
2. 1 3 0 4 43%
3. 2 1 0 2 33%
3 1 0 3 25%
5* 4 or more 0 0 0 No Subjects
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Table 10. Response by work category and income/year to all four categories
of leisure combined„
Increase (f) Decrease (+) No Change (-) LeCt^e"change
Work Category
1. Clerical 1 0 2 33%
2« Fiscal and Staff 2 0 4 33%
3o Technical 9 0 7 56%
4» Other 2 0 1 67%
Income/Year
1. Less than $5,000 0 0 0 No subjects
2. $ 5,000 - $ 9,999 2 0 0 100%
3. $10,000 - $14,999 3 0 5 38%
4, $15,000 - $19,999 2 0 3 40%
5. $20,000 - $24,999 2 0 4 33%
6. $25,000 - $29,999 3 0 2 60%
7o More than $30,000 2 0 0 100%
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APPENDIX G: RESPONSE BY DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLE GROUPS TO THE FOUR
CATEGORIES OF LEISURE: UNCONDITIONAL LEISURE, COORDINATED
LEISURE, COMPLEMENTARY LEISURE, AND REQUIRED ACTIVITY
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Table 11. Response by age, sex, and physical condition to unconditional
leisure.
Increase (1-) Decrease (+) No Change (•=) Lelsure^^^ange
Age (In years)
1. Under 20 0 0 0 No Subjects
2. 21 - 30 4 0 1 80%
3o 31 - 40 3 0 4 43%
4„ 41 - 50 5 0 5 50%
5. 51 - 60 3 0 3 50%
6. Over 60 0 0 0 No Subjects
Sex
1. Male 13 0 9 59%
2. Female 2 0 4 33%
Physical Condition
1. Excellent 7 0 3 70%
2. Good 6 0 8 43%
3. Average 1 0 2 33%
4o Fair 1 0 0 100%
5. Poor 0 0 0 No Subjects
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Table 12. Response by marital status and number of children to uncondi
tional leisure.
/ \ Per cent ofIncrease (f) Decrease (+) No Change (-) Lgig^re Change
Marital Status
1. Never Married 3
2. Married 11
3. Separated 0
4. Divorced 1
5. Widowed 0
Number of Children
1.
2,
3«
4.
5.
0
1
2
3
4 or more
10
3
1
1
0
50%
55%
No Subjects
100%
No Subjects
71%
43%
33%
25%
No Subjects
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Table 13 - Response by work category and Income/year to unconditional
leisure.
. V / \ Per cent ofIncrease (+) Decrease (+) No Change (*) leisure Change
Work Category
1. Clerical 1 0 2 33%
2, Fiscal and Staff 1 0 5 17%
3. Technical 11 0 5 69%
4 o Other 2 0 1 67%
Income/Year
lo Less than $5,000 0 0 0 No Subjects
2, S 5,000 - $ 9,999 2 0 0 100%
3» $10,000 - $14,999 3 0 4 43%
4. $15,000 - $19,999 3 0 3 50%
5„ $20,000 - $24,999 2 0 4 33%
6. $25,000 - $29,999 4 0 1 20%
7. More than $30,000 1 0 1 50%
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Table 14 • Response by age, sex, and physical condition to coordinated
leisure.
Increase (+) Decrease (+) No Change («) LeiLre"change
Age (in years)
1b Under 20
2. 21 - 30
3. 31 - 40
4. 41 - 50
5. 51 - 60
6. Over 60
Sex
1« Male
2. Feicale
Physical Condition
1. Excellent 3
2c Good 5
3<, Average 0
4. Fair 1
5p Poor 0
13
5
No Subjects
0%
57%
50%
20%
No Subjects
41%
17%
27%
38%
0%
100%
No Subjects
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Table 15. Response by marital status and number of children to coor-'
dinated leisureo
Marital Status
/.V / \ Per cent ofIncrease (+) Decrease (+) No Change (-) leisure Change
le Never Married 2 0 4 33%
2o Married 8 0 12 40%
3<. Separated 0 0 0 No Subjects
4o Divorced 0 0 2 0%
5e Widowed 0 0 0 No Subjects
Number of Children
1, 0 4 0 10 28%
2. 1 4 0 3 57%
3. 2 1 0 2 33%
4. 3 1 0 3 25%
5. 4 or more 0 0 0 No Subjects
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Table 16. Response by work category and income/year to coordinated
leisure.
Increase (+) Decrease (+) No Change (») Lgigy^g'^ change
Work Gatep:ory
1* Clerical 1 0 2 33%
2. Fiscal and Staff 0 0 6 02
3. Technical 7 0 9 44%
4o Other 2 0 1 67%
Income/Year
1, Less than $ 5,000 0 0 0 No Subjects
2. $ 5^000 - $ 9,999 0 0 2 0%
3. $10,000 - $14,999 5 0 3 62%
4. $15,000 - $19,999 0 0 5 0%
5. $20,000 - $24,999 1 0 5 17%
6= $25,000 - $29,999 3 0 2 60%
7* More than $30,000 1 0 1 50%
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Table 17. Response by age, sex, and physical condition to coiiq)lementary
leisurea
Ppt? f ©nt ofIncrease (+) Decrease (+) No Change (-) leisure Change
Age (In years)
lo Under 20
2„ 21 - 30
3. 31 - 40
4. 41 - 50
5« 51 - 60
6 0 Over 60
Sex
1. Male
2o Female
Physical Condition
lo Excellent 4
2. Good 3
3, Average 0
4„ Fair 0
5o Poor 0
16
5
6
11
3
1
0
No Subjects
57%
10%
17%
No Subjects
24%
17%
40%
21%
0%
0%
No Subjects
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Table 18 . Response by marital status and number of children to complemen
tary leisureo
Marital Status
1. Never Married
2o Married
3* Separated
A. Divorced
5«. Widoved
Increase (+) Decrease (+) No Change («=)
5
14
0
2
0
Number of Children
lo
2,
3.
5o
0
1
2
3
4 or more
10
6
1
3
0
Per cent of
Leisure Change
17%
30%
No Subjects
0%
No Subjects
28%
14%
67%
25%
No Subjects
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Table 19. Response by work category and income/year to complementary
leisure.
/ N Per cent ofIncrease (+) Decrease (4-) No Change (») leisure Change
Work Category
1, Clerical 1
2, Fiscal and Staff 0
3, Technical A
4® Other 2
Income/Year
1. Less than $ 5,000 0
2o $ 5,000 - $ 9,999 1
3. $10,000 - $14,999 3
4„ $15,000 - $19,999 0
5, $20,000 - $24,999 1
6, $25,000 - $29,999 0
7, More than $30,000 1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
6
12
1
33%
0%
25%
67%
No subjects
50%
60%
20%
17%
0%
50%
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Table 20 » Response by age, sex, and physical condition to required
activity.
Increase (+) Decrease (+) No Change («)
Age (in years)
It. Under 20
2. 21 - 30
3, 31 - 40
4.. 41 - 50
5. 51 - 60
6. Over 60
Sex
1. Male
2* Female
0
2
2
5
1
0
Physical Condition
1. Excellent 5
2« Good 3
3. Average 0
4. Fair 0
5. Poor 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
5
5
5
0
13
5
Per cent of
Leisure Change
No Subjects
40%
28%
50%
17%
No subjects
41%
17%
50%
36%
0%
0%
No Subjects
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Table 21 • Response by marital status and number of children to required
activity.
Per cent ofIncrease (+) Decrease (+) No Change (-) Change
Marital Status
1. Never Harried
2b Married
3. Separated
4* Divorced
5<, Wiilowed
Number of Children
Ic
2.
3.
4.
5.
0
1
2
3
4 or more
4
13
1
0
0
33%
35%
0%
100%
No Subjects
43%
33%
0%
No Subjects
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Table 22 « Response by work category and income/year to required activity.
Increase (+) Decrease (+) No Change (=)
Per cent of
Leisure Change
Work Category
lo Clerical 0 0 3 0%
2. Fiscal and Staff 2 0 4 33%
3, Technical 7 0 9 44%
At. Other 1 0 2 33%
Income/Year
1. Less than $ 5,000 0 0 0 No Subjects
2, $ 5»000 - $ 9,999 2 0 0 100%
3. $10,000 - $14,999 2 0 6 25%
4. $15,000 - $19,999 0 0 5 0%
5. $20,000 - $24,999 2 0 4 33%
6. $25,000 - $29,999 2 0 3 40%
7» More than $30,000 2 0 0 100%
